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Program Name	 - 41-Node Thermoregulatory Model (Steady State
Version)
Programmer and
Bioengineer Contact 	 - J. I. Leonard, GE/TSS, Houston
Date of Issue	 - July 15, 1974
B. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
A mathematical model of the hu,ian thermoregulatory system, previously
developed (References 1-9), has been further modified (Reference 10)
to give it greater user flexibility and to provide a more
accurate description of evaporative water losses due to respiration,
skin diffusion and sweating. This is a steady state version of the
more general transient model (Reference 11) and is capable of giving
rapid predictions of the behavior of the human thermostat at equilibrium
(i.e., a zero heat storage rate) in response to a wide range of environ-
mental conditions, postures and metabolic expenditures.
The version presented here has been modified to operate in conversational
mode rising a remote terminal. Values for input parameters are entered
prior to execution ani the user has the capability of choosing among a
large number of variables for output. An emphasis has been placed on
printing ou'G those varia. , l:^s directly concerned with evaporative loss
rate. An additional flexi!ility has been incorporated to provide for
ease of performing parameter estimation studies. These and other modi-
fications which have been made to the previous steady state version have
been documented in Reference 10.
C. USAGE. AND RESTRICTIONS
Machine, Operating SystQm, and
Compiler Required	 - Univac 1106, EXEC 8, FORTRAN V
3
P..'' heral Equipment Required	 - Time-Sharing Terminal
D. PARTICULAR DESCRIPTION
The model in its present form is the result of many years of develop-
ment, modifications, and revisicas by several institutions including 	 w
the )ohn A. Pierce Foundation, Lockheed Electronics Division, General
Electric/Houston, and NASA-JSC. The equations used, their derivations
and assumptions can be found in the following documents (listed in
chronological order):
21
Reference 1 and 2: Descriptive papers by Dr. Stolwijk on the basic
formulation of the model. Includes comparison of
model behavior with some experimental data.
Reference 3:	 A complete computer program documentation of the 	 j
Lockheed version of the Stolwijk model modified for
u:e with space suits and liquid cooled garments.
This version contains improved equations for convec-
tion, radiation and evaporation.
References 4-7:
	
	 Brief documentations of the General Electric modi-
fications to the Lockheed version. This version
excludes all logic and data not pertaining to the
shirtsleeve mode. Includes improved equations for
the convective heat transfer coefficient and evap-
orative loss coefficient through clothing. A brief
description of the steady state algoritbi is found
in Reference 7.
Reference 8 and 9: User's instructions for the General Electric version
of both the steady state and transient models for
use on the Xerox Sigma 3 and Univac 1110. Includes




Detailed descriptions of modifications to the steady
state version. A companion report to the present
document. Includes validation of the respiratory
and diffusion water loss segments.
A software block diagram of the updated steady state version is given
in Figure 1. The transient version is similar with the exclusion of
Subroutine CONVRG.
E. DESCRIPTION OF INPUT
1) The program prompts the user to specify the output lists and values
for the input parameters. Sample runs are shown in Appendix 2.
The program will first prompt the user to designate the output :lists
desired. The user can choose from one or more of six output lists
(see Section F) and designates the choice by typing a "Y" under the
numbers 1, 2 9 3, 4, 5, or 6. This prompt occurs only on the first
run of a series of runs. If the user wishes to modlify the output list
after this,,the run must be aborted either normally (Section G) or
with "COX TIO" and re-executed with "@XQT".
2) The second prompt will be a quest ion asking if a listing of input
parameters is desired. User responds "Y" or "N". This list will
^ontain the parameter name, the index number ( 1 -13) and the inter-






3) The third prompt will he instruction to change any of the 20 input
parameters. Each parameter is designated by an index number and a
variable name as shown in Table I. The pre-set internally stored
values are given in parenthesis. Parameters can be modified by
typing the index number of the parameter followed by the value.
After all changes are made^the user types "-1" and this will be
followed by a printout of the first 13 parameters. Parameters
14-20 will not be pi-inted unless one of them has been changed from
its internally stored value. This prompt will occur after each run.
Any changes in input data will be carried over to subsequent runs
automatically.
If certain data is needed frequently to initialize any of the twenty
input parameters they can be entered rapidly by placing them in file
element "SSDATA" according to the format shown in Appendix 1. The
user then simply types "@.ADD SSDATA" following the prompt for input
data.
4) If the model does not converge a message "CONVERGENCE NOT OBTAINED"
will be printed. This will occur very infrequently. If it does,
refer to Reference 10, Section 3 for instructions to obtain a satis-
factory solution.
F. DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT
The usor can choose from one or more of six output lists. These are
given in Table II where the FORTRAN name for each variable is given in
place of a numeric value. Samples of actual runs are given in Appendix
2.
G. INTERNAL CHECKS AND EXITS
Program echoes back each input parameter value after it is typed. Pro-
gram checks for invalid input and prompts user to re-enter the value if
format is incorrect. On occasion a "READ ERROR" message will be printed
even though data was entered correctly. The user should merely repeat
the entry. Entry does not heme to conform to numerical order of index
number.
Program insures that values for VCAB must be greater than 0.0 and that
values of POS are either 1.0, 2.0, or 3.0.
A normal exit is obtained after any run by typing "N" following the
question "DO YOU WISH TO START NEW RUN?"
4H. INDEPENDENT SUBROUTINES
All subroutines for this program (including source and relocatable
elements) are stored in the file "THERM".
ELEMENT NAME	 SUBROUTINE NAME	 DESCRIPTION
THERMAL
	
Main program containing I/O
commands
SHIRTS SHIRT Calculation of insensible
heat looses
MANS MAN Thermoregulatory control sec-
tion, calculation of evapora-
tive water loss, blood flows,
heat flows and temperatures
VPPSS VPPS Algorithm to compute	 water
vapor pressure from saturation
temperature
CCNVRG CONVRG Convergence algorithm consisting
of successive substitution Rnd
half-interval methods
SSDATA Initialization data
I. COMP[PTER PROGRAM LISTING AND EXAMPLE OUTPUT
Appendix 1 - Listing of main program, subroutines and data files




















Q RESPIRATORY WATER LOSS
CALCULATIONS
Q SKIN DIFFUSION CALCULATIONS
Q SWEAT CALCULATIONS
BLOOD FLOW CALCULATIONS 	 I







































RM Metabolic rate, BVJ/hr
QBLSAL Basal metaboli-^ rate, BTU/hr
UEFF Useful work effiCJency, percent
POS* *Position of subject
(Standing = 1.0, Sitting = 2.0, Prone = 3.0)
TCAB Cabin temperature, of
TW Temperature of walls, of
TDEWC Cabin dewpoint temperature, of
VCAB Cabin Free-stream velocity, ft/]Fitt
PCAB Cabin pressure, psi
G Gravity (Earth = 1.0, Moon =
	 .167, Space = 0.0)
OT Clothing resistance (clo units)
EUG Emissivity of undergarment
CPG Specific heat of gas, BTU/lb-OF
EPSI **Error criteria for convergence, BTU/hr (0.25)
NMAX **Maximum number of iterations allowed (500)
DEBUG **Switch for debugging routine (Off = 0.0, On = 1.0)
(Normally off)
R1 **Sweat reabsorption parameter, BTU/hr (0.0)
R2 **Multiplier of sweat control. parameters (1.0)
P1 **Multiplier of convection coefficients (1.0)








* The body surface areas for convection and radiation are internally set
to the following values according to the input value of POS:











** Normal values for these parameters are given in parenthesis. Printout



















EVAPORATIVE LOSS RATE AT	 ADY STATE




TOTAL INSENSIBLE LnSSs WINSEN
LIST #1 	 TOTAL SKIN LOSS: WSKIM
TOTAL EVAP. LOSS:	 WEVAP
6 1ETTED AREA(%) FOR
KIM DIFF S DIFWET
SWEAT t SWIVET
SWEAT ♦ DIFF: WET
DRIP: DRIP
TEMPERATURES — DE6 F
HEMD CORES T(1)
LIST #2	 TAUNK CORE t T(5)isEHTRAL FLOODI T(41)
HVG MUSCLE S T(43)
AVG SKINS T(42)
Zt
It I FF MAX S	 DMAX
SK 114 EVAP . MAX z	 r24AXTL





























T(4)	 .'(8)	 T(16)	 T(20) T(32)	 T(40)




FORCED CONVECTION COEF.#MCI HC
NATURAL CONVECTION COEF.#MCI: HC1
RADIATIOM:
TOTAL B0DY(3TU/HR%I SQUGA
RADIATION COEF . . HA t ITR
MaxIMUM EVAPt"TIONS
TOTAL BODY(BTUiMR)S QMAXTL
FORCFD CONVECTIOM	 COEF+HEt HE
NATURAL CONVECTION COEF.tNE1S HE1
CLOTHING COEF. • HECL: HECL
COMBINED COEF..HEVAPS HEVAP
8TABLE III
GLOSSARY OF NEW TERMS
The following is a list of definitions of output terms that have been added
to the original program. All definitions refer to total body effects rather
than individual elements or segments.
CO	 = Cardiac output, liters/min
= TBF*0.454/60.0
DIFWET = Wetted skin area due to skin diffusion, percent WDIFF/EMAXTL*100.
DMAX	 = Maximum rate of water loss: allowed for skin diffusion, gm/hr
= 0.06*EMAXTL
DRIP	 = Rate of water secretion due to sweating + diffusion that is greater
than the maximum evaporation rate, gm/hr
= (WET/100.0- 1.0)*EMAXTL
EMAXTL = Maximum evaporation possible from body surface, gm/hr
= r_,MAXTT.*454 . o /lo4o . 0




SWTWET = Wetted skin area due to sweating, percent
WSWEAT /EMAXT L* 100.0
WDIFF = Rate of water loss due to skin diffusion, gm/hr
= U*454.0/1040.0
WET	 = Wetted skin area due to sweating and skin diffusion, percent
= (WDIFF + WSWEAT) /EMAXTL*100.0
WEVAP = Total evaporative loss due to respiration, diffusion and sweating,
gm/hr
= WRESP + WDIFF + WSWEAT
WINSEN = Total insensible water loss (respiration + diffusion), gm/hr
= WRESP + WDIFF
WRFSP = Water loss due to respiration, gm/hr
= U*454.o/lo4o.o
WSKIN = Evaporative loss rate from skin sur!'ace, gm/hr
= WDIFF + WSWEAT
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17 DATA	 PCA/907,.3602,.06705,.067051.1587991587x•015,.02502090343 /
18 DATA	 TSET/98,53,95,1304,6604 i 24 9	 8.40i97,30#94,15.92.52,
19 •	 _____ _	 9 5, 9 5 0 93,42,924601.8 5 , - 9 5. 9 5,93.4292.'0_, ♦1.85, ---
20 •	 96,46,95.ti4,95.56,93,3b,	 96.46,95.54095.56193.381
21 •	 95,74,95,L8,9S.S4.95,4U, 	 95.74175968,95.54,95940,
22 •	 95.25995,05,95.20095,07,	 9S,25o9S*05tY5,20$9b*U7f
23 •	 98,40000,060/
24 DATA	 C/4 0 8 9 0 0, 7 2790.4 8 5,0,529,	 26.59,35.57,9.36,2.67p













 C OEf_1_KjT - lQH Of BODY SE GMENT_ TEMPERATURE	 SUBSCRIPT-&__.—
32 C T(1)	 n 	 HEAD	 CORE	 T(2)	 n 	 HEAD	 MU S CLE	 T(3)	 n 	 HEAD FAT
33 C T(4)	 n 	 HEAD	 SKIN	 T(5)	 n 	 TRUNK	 CORE	 T(6)	 n 	 TRUNK MUSC
34 C T(7)	 n 	 TRUNK	 FAT	 T(8)	 n 	 T R UNK	 SKIN	 T(91
	
n 	 R IGHT ARM
35 C TI10)	 n 	 R IGHT	 ARM	 MUSCLE	 T111)	 •	 RIGHT	 ARM	 FAT	 T(12)	 n 	 R IGHT ARM
36 C T113)	 n 	 LEFT	 ARM	 CORE	 T(1'4)	 n 	 LLFT
	
ARM	 MUSCLE	 T(15)	 •	 LFFT A F M	 F
37- --C_- T1161 -- —LEFT _ARM	 S KI N	 .__ TlI?I	 n 	 RI GHT	 LEG	 CORE _-.._T1_lllll-! RIGHT --LEG_	 -
3A C T1191	 n 	 R IG H T	 LEG	 FAT	 T1201	 n 	 RIGHT	 LEG	 SKIN	 T(21)	 •	 LEFT 1EG	 C
39 C T(221	 n 	 LEFT	 LEG	 MUSCLE	 T(23)	 •	 LLFT	 LEG
	 F A T	 T(24)	 •	 LEFT LEG
40 C T(25)	 n 	 RIGHT	 HAND	 CORE	 T(26)	 n 	 R I GHT	 HAND	 MUSCLE7(27)	 n 	 RIGHT PIANC
4 1 C T(28)	 n 	 RIGHT	 HAND	 S K I N	 T(29)	 n 	 LLFT	 HAND	 CORE	 T(30)	 n 	 LEFT HAND
42 C T131)	 n 	 LEFT	 HAND	 FAT	 T132)	 n 	 LEFT	 HAND	 SKIN	 T(33)	 n 	 RIGHT FOOT
43 C T1341	 •	 RIGHT	 FOOT	 MUSCLE -_T_(35_1_.__RIGHT	 FOOT	 FAT	 _T1311,1 0-- RIGHT F001_
^—	 44 C T(371	 •	 LEFT	 FOOT	 CORE	 T(38)	 n 	 LEFT	 FOOT	 MUSCLE	 T(39)	 n 	 LEFT FOOT
45 C T(40)
	 n 	 LEFT	 FOOT	 SKIN	 T(41)	 n 	 CENTRAL	 BLOOD	 T(42)	 n 	 AVERA G E SK
46 C T(43)








51 •283,oD, 2A3. oo ,22 .092 ,0075.0o75.0o 52.0,30.0,
52 *14.7,I,U0,0,30.0,95,0,22O/
53 DATA	 KY,KX/1HNsIHY/




- 40 FORMAT	 (T%^7 F-- -41-NODE
	
THERMOREGULATORY
	 STEADY STATE	 MODELO/
12
57 •	 '	 REFER	 TO	 GE- A GS	 USE R	GUIDE	 TIR	 7 41-MED-4015'//) !
S9 ^
6 0 C READ	 INPUT	 DATAC
63 ARITE16,451
_.	 64 45 FORMAT(// • OTa OBTAIN	 OUTPUT
	 L1545-1	 • -4	 WHI TE 	 •ff i- I^
65 .	 'UNDER
	
AP P ROPIATE	 NUMBER@
	 THEN	 CR'/'	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 ')
66 GO	 TO	 49
67 48 WRITE(6,92)
68 49 REA0(5,SO,ERR•48)	 K19K2,K3,K4,KS,K6
69 50 FORMATI6A21




	 WISH	 A	 (L15TIN ti
	 OF	 INPUT	 PARAMETERS?
72 •	 (T/N)	 CR')
73 READ(5r57)	 KK
74 57 FORMAT(1A3)
75 IF	 (KK	 .EQ.	 Ky)




78 70 FORMAT(//,'OINPUT	 pARAMETFRS
	
S E T	 TO	 FOLLOWI N G	 VALUES:'/,
79 •//'OINDEX'i
	
4X,	 ' N AME',	 5X,	 'VALUF'/
80 •	 '	 1',7X,'RM	 n ',FIO.3/'	 29,lx,'QBASAL•',F10.3/
8 1 •'	 3',7X+'UEFF	 ',F10. 3 /0	 4 „ 7 X,.POS	 .v,F1093,5X,
92
---- *—" -- I:' ,7X, I T{AB
	 •t •F10.3/	 —	 ---
83 •1	 6 9 ,7X,'TW	 n ',F1093/'	 7997X 9 'TDEWC	 ••sFI093/
84 so
85 •'	 9'^7X,'PCAb
	 = ',F10.3/'	 lO',bX,'G
	 •'rFIU.3/




be- 86 WRITE(6,901	 — --
89 90 FORMAT('OTO
	 CH A NG E 	 INPUTvENTEk
	
INDEX	 N0.(1 - 15).	 VALUE
91 •'••••V► HLN	 LIST	 I;	 COMPLETED	 TYPE
	 " - I",	 THEN	 CR••••')




9 6 GO	 TO	 93
97 91 ARITE(6,92)
98 92 FORMATI' ••• READ
	
E R ROR ••• PLEASF
	
TK7	 AGAIN96011
99 93 READ( 5 , 94 ,FRR 09 1)	 IoVALNEW
100 ___	 94 FORMAT(12,EI595)
101 IF(I	 •LT.	 0)	 GO	 TO	 96
102 IF(1	 • LT•	 1	 .OR,	 1	 •GT.	 ZU ► 	 GO	 TU	 91
103 C.0	 O	 ( 1.2,3, 4 ,5, 6 , 7 ,8,9,10,11,11,13,1 4 ,15,16,17,18 1 9 ,20) ► 	 1
104 1 RM	 n 	 VALNEW
105 GO	 TO	 89
106
_	
2 kBASAL	 .	 VALN.kM—
107 GO	 TO	 89
108 3 UEFF	 n 	 VALNEW
109 GO	 TO	 89
110._ 4 POS	 '	 VALNEW
111 1F(PO5	 .GT.	 3.0	 .OR.	 POS
	 .LT*	 IOU)	 GO	 TO	 91
1 12 _— __ — _ 60 TO	 89 __-
113 5 TCAB	 n 	 VALNEW
13	 •
1 1 GO	 TO	 89
115 6 IW 9	 VALNEW -^	 -	 --- -- ---	 —	 -	 - - -	 -
116 GO	 TO	 P9
117 7 TDEWC	 a	 VALNEW
1l8 GO	 TO	 89
11 9 8 VCAB	 n 	 VALNEW
120 IF(VCAB	 .EQ•
	 000)	 GO	 TO	 31
1 2 1 40	 To	 by
121 31 VCAB	 n 	 1.0
113 WR1TE(6	 31)
124 32 FORMATI r U• •• •••VCAA	 NOT	 PERMITTED
	 TO	 mE	 ZERO******')
115 GO	 TO	 69
126 9 PCA9	 a	 VALNEW
1 28 10 G	 n 	 VALNE'A
129 GO	 TO	 89
130 11 CLOV	 n 	 VALNEW
131 GO	 TO	 89





134 13 CPG a	 VALNEA
135 GO	 TO	 89	 1
136 14 EP51	 a	 VALNEW
137 Gfi	 TO	 89
138 15 X	 a	 VALNEW
140 a DEBUG	 a	 VALNEW
1 4 ) GO	 TO	 89
1 4 1 17 R1	 a	 VALNEW
143 GO	 TO	 89
144 18 R2	 n 	 VALNEW
^__L 4$ _ SI.O_T Q	 89
146 19 PI
	 •	 VALNEW
147 GO	 TO	 B9
148 10 P2	 a	 VALNEW
149 GO	 TO	 By
150 96 WRITE(6,/0)	 RMoWBASAL,UFFFgpOS ► TCAB,TW#TDEWCIVCAB.










161 C•••••••••••••• e••••• ••••••••••••••.•••^•••.••••••e••r•••.•ee••^••••
162 DO	 100	 1'1.43
_	 163— 10.0 Tll l!TS]LTII1___
164 DO	 110
	 101910
165 j n 4•I
166 110 7UG(1) n T1J1
167 IF(°05
	
.EQ.	 1.0)	 GO	 TO	 120
168 GO	 TO	 125
169_ 120 AC	 n 	 19.5
170 A R •
9w
14
1 7 GO	 TO	 1'^
1)72 - E25 IF 4P4l; * L oo 2.01 W .T0	 J O
1 7 3 GO	 TO	 135
174 130 AC	 n 	 15.5
175 AR	 n 	 11.5
176 GO	 TO	 ItrO
177 135 IFIP05
	
•EQ @	 3.01	 GO	 TO	 140
-- 1 9-- rwR I TS4-ih W	 --	 _--_
179 80 FORMATI I OPOSITION	 PARAMETER
	
ENTERFD	 INCORRECTLY	 ABORT	 HUNi1
ISO CALL	 EXIT
1 8 1 140 AC	 n 	 12.5




- -- 10*  - 0 s
^4	
---1 I ^t 7 tO-- - ----	 -	 — 	 --4
186 ACE(I) n PCA(1).AC	 -
187 ARE(I) n PCA(I)rAR
188 160 CONTINUE
1B9 U n UEFF/100•9(RM-Q8A5AL)
-
190 WORK<R$4-Q$ ASA'"1F-	 ---	 ----	 --	 - -----_
191 VPPCAB n VPP(TDEWC)
192 CLO	 n 	 0.88	 r	 CLOY
193 Crlrrr+•rrrrrrrrrrrrrlrrrrrrrrrr1/111rrrrlrrrr/rrrlrrlr11r11rrrrrrr11r1e
1941 C
1 9 5 c MAIN	 LOOP	 FOR	 SHIRTSLEEVE	 CASE
-
19 4- 






































COMPU T E EVAPORATIVE LOSSES IN GM/HR AND PREPARE
FOR OUTPUT -








 wD1FF- _ - _
WS K IN n WDIFF + fiSWEAT
WEV A P a WRESP + WDIFF + *SWEAT
	 -
EMAXTL n uMAXTL+4549/1040•
DMAX n 0.06 0 EMAXTL	 _..
DIFWET n WDIFF/EMAXTL0100•
SA T W E T
_'_--
wSWEAT I E M AXTL*I9Qa-	
-------- _- - --	 --_-
WET • ((WDIFF + WSWEAT)/EMAXTi)r100.
DRIP n (WET/100@ - 1.0)•EMAXTL
1F(DR1P -LT, 0.0) DRIP n 0.0
IF ( SAEAT •NE, 0.0) PHI n SWTWET/SWEAT
IF ( SWEAT •EQ• 0•UO) PHI n 1.0E+05
CO ! I S F r 0 • 45 4 / 6 0 •
TSBF • TSBFOO.454/60•
TMBF n TMBF+0.454/60,
1F (K I •NE• KX) GO TO 325
WRITE16.310)
310 FORMAT(///@17X9 l EVAP0RATIyE LO S S RATE AT STEADY STATEfo/
----.f-3IlXi 1 ( GMS/HR I OJ --
	 - -	 ---	 - - - -- -- -- - ---
	 — --	 — -







_..	 22 9 310 .F. QRMATI/12X,'RESPIRATIONi•.1fIot2/9Xt-._
230 ••SKIN	 DIFFU510N: • ,FIO.2,lOX 9 'DIFF	 MAX:',FB,2/
231 •I8A,'50LAT:',FIU,2//2X,'TOTAL 	 INSENSIBLE
	 LOSS:•.F10.2/
232 •Bx,•TOTAL	 SKIN	 LO5S:',F1U92,4X9'5KIN	 FVAp•	 MAUI( ►
233 •18.2/7X,'TOTAL





234 *14X,•SKIN	 RIFF: I , F )0.2/18x,'S*EAT:,,F)0.2/I1X, • SWEAT	 •',




237 1F(K2	 •NE.	 KX)	 GO	 TO	 335
23 8 a R I T E ( 6 , 3 3 0 )	 T( I ),T5aF,T(51 •THBF,T1 4 l1,CO3Tt43)	 ,T(')O'a)
239 330	 FO R M AT( / / , 7 x g9 TLM p ERATURE5
	 -	








COREY , 5 X,F 7 •z ► lOx,'SKIN:',5X,F6.2•/'IX, , TRUNK	 CORE:•,
_	 29.1 •5X,F7.2a9X,•MU5LLE:•sSX,Fb&24t XENT H AL BLOODIIJSJhF7.2,VXt—.
242 90TOTAL:•,SX,F6.2 /4X,'AVG
	MUSCLE:',5X,F 7 .2 / 6Xg l AV(p
	 SKIN:0,5X,F792)
2 4 3 335	 CONTINUE
244 IF(K3	 ,NE•	 KX)


























258 IF(K5	 ,NE•	 KX)	 GO	 TO	 365
—	
2 5 9	 --
-	
W R IT k	 _t __ _ 0 )	 T t 4 1 F j (9) ^L ^ 1 ^t 1_ _ — -,a T_	 _i T
260 •TUG(11•TUG(219TUG(41,TUG(619TUG(d1,TUG(l0)








266 IF(K6	 .NE-	 KX)	 GO	 TO	 375
267
 WRITE(6p370)
	 SQUGA,HCSAVE,HC /QMAXTL,HLSAV;_1. 5QUGW,HR -&MEi•
2 68 OHECLoNEVAP
^1_9
	 370 FORMAT(//20x•'MEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS'/IOX,'CONDLjCTION:•/-.
0 13X,'TOTAL bOD Y (S T IJ / HR): 0 0 11X,F7.2/13X, • FORCED ',,
^ • CONVECT
_ION COEF• IH_ '' !^x^F7j_ /_ l^^t 9 N ..ATUR A L__C_a CTI^! -- -
272	 ^• COEF••HC1;•@1X,F7.2//10X•'RADIATION)•/13X,
273	 0910TAL Boor(BTU/H R )2!@IlX j F7,2/13X,'RADiATION COEF..'
274	 •'HR:' , IIX,F7.2 // IOxofMAXIMUM EVAPORATION:' / 13X•
275	 *'TOTAL BODY(BTU/H R ); I l 11X,F7,2/13X,'FORCED CONVECTION It
276	 Of CO E F,HE: 9 ,3XIF7 0 2/13X,'NATURAL CONVECTION COEF•,HEI:'•
277	 •1X•F7.2/13X,•CLOTHING COEF•9HECLi'9IOX•F7.2/






300 FORMAT(//// 9 0DO YOU WISH TO ST A R T NEw RUN? (Y/N) CR')_	 -`
282	 READ(';,57) KKK
283	 IFIKKK .NE- KY) GO TO 85
284	 CALL EX I T	 -	 -- -	 -
205	 ENO



























13	 DATA M/. -Q33	 .(126Aj	 0-1 b	 4 ► 2•.036/
	

























DO 60 I = Ia I U _	
--
	





29	 HCSAVE = HC
	
30	 HCl=(0.U6•ACL(I)•(PCAb••2•G•AB5(7UG(1)—TCAB))•'-Z5)•Pl
- 31— -- --
	





34	 1F(CLO • L T • 09011 GO TU 20
	


















- -- -.— 	













	48	 C	 CALCULATION OF RE5PIRATURY SENSIBLE







52	 •T(1) ♦0. OE6•T(2)+0.02b7+T(3)+0.238•T(5)+0.2615•T(6))—TCAB)
	
53	 •	 •(1.0 — 0.33 0 (14 . 7 — PCAB))
54	 QRSEN2 = 0.172 • QRSLNI
5 5
 — --- 
-Q_RSEN 3 ! 0. 0574 • QR5 EN1	 --	 -	 -.— --- -
56	 QRSFN6 * 0.523 • QRSENI
1S




61 SQUG	 s	 56UGA	 +	 SWUGA	 •	 URSENI	 +	 4kSEN5	 +	 QRSE N c	 •	 WkSEN3
62 .wF5EN 
63 C•••..•...•....•..•.......•••........••.• ............................... t
6S C	 CALCULATE	 M AXIMUM	 EVAPORA T ION	 RATE
66 C
67 C••.•.•..•..•.•...•.......•••....•••.•..•.•.••...•.••••.......•^•.•••...










76 I F 1 I
	 •0.*- 2_..OR"—.f, T • AJ__GD.._%	 7 0	 _—.-_-	 -•	 -- —
77 IF(CLO
	






81 GO	 TO	 7582  7L	 EMAXlI-lahL4LVPP1TIJ))-VP0Elk1-__
83 75	 I F (EMAX(I)	 * LT *	090)	 EMAX(I)s0.0
84 80	 CONTINUE
A5 GMAXTL	 s	 0.0
86 DO	 90	 1	 s	 1.10
H7 QMAXTL	 s	 WMAATL
	 +	 EMAX(1)
A H —








44 -- _	 _-a& -OR=-U;	 --	 -- -






-	 C - -	 - CRjT ERL A _F0F_.SSZN.V-ERG NSA_	 - -	 --
101 C
102 C,..•.•.•.........••......•••.........•••.•..•.r•....•.•..
103 STORAT	 :	 QBASAL	 +	 M,'ORK	 +	 QSHIV	 -	 QEVA P 	-	 SGUV
104 IF(DEBUG	 •E4.	 0.0)	 GO	 TO	 12C
105 WRITE(6,11G)	 NCOUNT,	 STORAT,	 T(1)
106 .110	 FQR"I Ll4.t.! T^^ R^(T 	 ='_^F 8.2^5Xi'_T(I!	 s ^^E.B• 4)
	---
107 120	 CONTINUE






-- _L---•—•-.-^----	 ------ •--_-----•----- - --...-•— --^•--•• —_ _	 . — ... _ _.
113 IF(FLAG	 .EG.	 0.0)	 GO	 TO	 1
114 IF(FLAG	 •E0.	 1.0)	 GO	 TU	 )













-	 1 SUBROUT IN[	 01A-k	 - -	 - -
2 COMMON	 T(43),TUG(10),ACE(10).ARE(10),°CAb,TCAB,RM9„PPCA89
3 • QSHIV,DILAT,STRIC#TOTLPQL( 6,CI411•TSET(43),ERROR(41) ►
4 rQEVAP,WORK•QBASAL*TBF,QRSTOL,TSBF,TMBF/QD1FIl0)/4SWEATo
5 •QRLEON,VRESP,HUMIN,HUMEXP,DEBUG/EPSI,NMAX,
6 •TW ► EUG,CLO,CP4/69SQU69QSTOR,TUGAV,U,VCAB,STORAT,
7 ---	 •EMAAi 101 -4QR5E N1 Qkr,EN2 •QNSEN3 , QRSENS •OR5Eµ&t
	 —	 —
e • QSENIIO)+QRAD(10),HEVAPIHE,HEI,HLCL,HRIHC ► HC1,





1^ -- DIMENSION	 FACT3H(40)	 -	 -
14 DIMEN51ON	 RFB(40),QB1401/WORKMIIU),CH1LM(IOI,SKINV1101*SKINC(10)/
IS ♦ 	 SKINSIl01,Q81000(40)/SKINW(10)
16 DATA	 CSW/SSw,PSW,COIL,SDIL,PDIL,CCON,SCON,PCONICCHIL ► SCHIL,PCHIL
17 •	 / 705.0,63. 9 ,0.0,1 4 3 „9.20,0.0,1.78,2.76,0.0,0.0,0,0,25,7/




20 •	 2,9703,7y,0,57593,15, 	 2,97,3,79,0,575,3,15,
21 `	 0. 111,0. 2 6 5 ,0.0"44 2,2.21m	 0.111,	 .265,	 •044212.21,




23 DATA	 QB1000/172.U,1.34,I.48,1,08,	 610.,67.2,28.695,37,
24 •	 4.70,6.40 ,1.14r0.875,Y,7016,40r1.14,,875,
-- —25- * --	 -	 15900 19.2,2 * 89 ♦2, 151	 15.0,19,2,2,x9,2.151
26 •	 0.54,1,34,0,202,0,3361,54,1.34,.202 „336,
27 ,875,•135,.268 „470,
	 .B75,.135,•26 8 „470/
28 DATA	 NORKM/0.0,0.3,0,04,U,04,0,390,390,OD51O.00510,OOS1U,005/
L 9 DATA	 CH1LM/0.02,0.8590.025,0,02S,O.U35/0.035,4.0.0/
30 DATA	 SKINR/0.0695,n.493S,2•0,0343,2.0,0752S,2.0.09225,2•U,0167/









40 •	 15. 44,19, 52,15 ,55,0.U,15.44,19.52,15.55,0.0/
41 C`••rrrr•r ♦• ^•rr••r•••r• •r••^^^^•••••4444•r^r•rsrr•r•rrr•srrrrr•r••rrrrr
42 C
_._.-y .3 _- C	 S.WEAT!..SNIVERICONST-RICTION,DILATIO N 	CALCULATIONS
44 C














ALQ- 60 1 n 1 , y0





ERRORII) n T(I) + TSET(I)
__-^-- WARM( 1 ) n 090
COLD(!) n 090
I F I E R H 0 R ( I I 1 20,40,60



































































DO 9U I n l,10
K s 4 •	
-- —	 -- -	 -- -- -
WARMS n WARMS • WARM(K)OSKINR(I)
COLDS n COLDS • COLD(K)•SKINR(1)
90 CONTINUE
C













9 2 IF(DILAT) 93,94,94
93 DILAT n 0.0
9q _ 1F_!-STR IC ) 95,96,46	
-	 -- --
95 STRIC n 0•0
9 6 1F(QSMIV) 9798,98
97 QSHIV n 0.0
98 CONTINUE
C










•	 91190 - 0 . 000 • (14. 7 - PCAB1)rRM
QR s VRESPO(HUMEXP-HUMIN)•104i;.
-- 
QLATI_!_Q•-3Q 6Q • QR
Q L A T 2 s 0.0 6 6 0' Q R	





(f	 CULATION OF 5WEAT EVAPORATIVE LU5S 	
—
C
deb• ••.•r ♦ r• rro-s^•.r• •••••••t•• ♦•• err.r^••^r•r••rr•r^r•rr••^r•r^^1•••^^!
QSWEAT n 0.0
BULL n 18.0
D O 100 1 01910






114 QSWT(1)	 -	 SKINS(1 )•I SWEAT • EXP(ERKOR(J) / BULL ) 	-	 Hl)9l.0
1-16 -441 QS* T41E- ♦L T •	 U o 0 )	 145-g C14 or 0.0 	 —
116 QSWEAT	 n 	 QSWEAT	 +	 QSWT(I)
117 WTAREA(1)	 •	 Q5WT(I)/EMAX(1)
Ile IF(NTAREA(1)	 .GT.	 1.00)	 WTA REA ( 1)	 •	 1.000
11 9 100	 CONTINUE	 --	 -	 -	 +	 lR(
120 C••oo^oo••••o^o^oo^^^^•^^o^^^^^^oo•o^^^^••^^^^•^^oo^^^00000000•oo^^^^^^
1 21 —C	 --	 -	 —	 -- -	 --	 ------^
122 C	 CALCULATION	 OF	 SKIN	 DIFFUS I ON	 E V APORATIVE	 LOSS
1 23 C	 -	 --	 - -	 -	 --
124 C•••••o•••oo•o•••••• •o^^.••000••••••^^^.•••oo•••oo•o^^o••••o••o•^•^•000
125 QD	 n 	 0.0
126 UO	 1ZU
	 I01910
12-7— -----61a 1 F444 _- 2. 8 •ACE 1 1-10 4  V P P( T U G /-1-1-1- V P P C A B V--	 —
128 •	 •((VCAB /PCAB)••U.IS)•(I.0	 -	 WTAREAII))
129 IF(QJIF ( I)	 •(@T.	 0 40 06*LMAX ( l))	 QOIF(I)	 n 	 0.06 0 EMAX(1)
130 QD	 .	 QD	 +	 QD1F(I)
131 —	 120	 CONTINUE	 -
132 C^^^0000•••••oo•^^^o••••000^^o•^o•••^o•^^•••••0000000•
-	 1 3 3- -	 C	 - -	 - -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 - -- -	 -	 -- - -	 - ---
134 C	 CALCULATION	 OF	 TO T AL	 EVAPORATIVE
	
LOSSES
135 C	 _.	 --
136 C•••.••..•.•••••^o•o••^^•••000••..•••••••^o••••••••••••
137 DO	 130	 181910
138 QLAT(1)	 •	 QDIF(I)	 +	 QSWT(I)
----I 34 - - - ----ill Q L AT 1-1J.- - GT-&---E M A X ( 1) 1	 Q'	 ^^^-L .^ -^-E M	 J( ^ 11 . 	— 	 -
1 4 0 130	 CONTINUE
141 QEVAP •	 QR	 +	 QD	 +	 QSWEAT
14 2 •.••.•••• ^^^•.•.••••••.••.•.^Y•1•.•.•/.•^•••Y.•..O•••.^.••••.••••••••
143 C
1 4 4 C	 BLOOD	 FLOW	 CALCULATIONS
--	 -4-5 --- C
146 C••^^oo^••^^••••000^^s••^.•^^oo^o^o^^o^....^000a	 ^^0000^o^^^^oo^oo•.••.•
147 00	 1 9 0	 1 . 1940 !
148 190	 QB(l)	 n 	 Q81000(I)/1000.0
149 DO	 200	 I.1s10
150 N n 4.1-3
_	
151_____ _ OF(N)=BFB (NL—___.._..__..__._^.
152 QMET(N) n QB(N)•QBASAL
153 QMET(N+1) n QB( N+ I)•QBASAL+WORKM(I)ewORK+CHILM(I)OQSMIV
154 9F( N+ I) n BFB(N+1)+(QMET(N+I)-QB(N+l)•QBASAL) /1.3
155 QMET(N+2)-QB(N+2)*QBASAL
► 56 BF(N+2)•BF8(N+2)




1 6 1 _---	 TSSF•1)F(4)+BF(8)+BF( 12)+OF1161•BF(20)+OF124)•BF(26	 OF(32)+OF136)
162 ,	 +8F(40)




	 FOR NEGATIVE BLOOD FLOW
_.	 1 67 ---'- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -	 -------- ..r..--...----------- wrw.w--r-------^----^.
168 DO	 220	 Iolo40























































__ 94AFLAG-.4p-• 4+01 60-10 3S0
C




--•--- --------------•--- -••---•-•..•- -••.-•--- •-•-
-E.- _ EA	 SATE . TE111'-^f-
-
MEAD 
. ^QR^..l1S11 a__ A N D TRU N Y
__
COR_(iT1 `_L. _.	 ^.-
C----•- --- -•--•----------------
---•--- - •--•----•-----	 ------ ---
TNII) n (QMET(I)-QLATI-QRSENI+BF11)+1(41)+FACTOR(l)OTIZ))/
•	 (BF(1)+FACTOR(111
TSTEP n TN(l) . T(1)
TN(5)81WMET15)-QLATS-QRSENS+SF(5)•T(41)+FACTOR151•T(6)1/
_---^__-	 [Af (5 ) !FAL1 0 R151 L	 -	 ---- -	 -	 — _
c•-•--•-••--------------------•--------._w._••-.w.•--•--••-..w.-----wwww
C	 C A LCULATE TEMPERATURES OF REMAINJN^j CORES • ARM19#13)0LEG(17*21),
C	 MANO(25 +29)oAND FUOTl33+371
-•w---.-^..-.ww --------
.-....w..--+-- • --- -•----------------- - ------ -ww
00 260 I n 9937,4
IN► 1-1_a..tWRETJIL+ BFUI -PTlyIJ O fAC TOR II) • T11+1)1.1(BF_LU + FAL70R( .111---
260 CONTINUE
C--------  a ...... mom-ft - - . - - - - - - - - . - - • - - - - - - - - - - - w . • ....... w - . •-1^.^ •
C	 C A LCULA T E THE TEMPERATURES OF THE MUSCLE --HEAD(1)tTRUNK(6)*ARM(10+
C	 14)$LEG(18+22),HANU(26+3U$,FOOT(34+38)	 ----___—.-
C----- mm  - - - - - - - - - - w • - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - . - - - - ... w - ---------
 
TN(2) n IQMET(2)-QLAT2 -QRS-LN2 + FACTUR( 1) •T (_L).FALID8121 _T_ 3)t
•	 BF(2)•T(41)1/(BF(21+FACTOR(11+FACTOR(2)1
—__	 TN(610(QMET(6)- QLAT6 -QRSEN6+FACTOR(5)•T(5)+FACTOR(6)•T17)+
•	 BF(6)+T(41))/(BF16)+FACTORIS)+FACTOR(6))
DO 280 1 n 10j38o4
TN(1)•(QMET(I)•FACTOR(1-1)•T(1-1)+FACTOR(I)•T(1+1)+
OF1 1.L!.II1.11)/(Bf,.1)!FACT0R(I - ) )+FACTORi111-
280 CONTINUE
C-----w---------•---- •---------------- --------------------•------
C	 C A LCUL ATE TEMPERATURES OF THE FAT LAYER --HEAD13)sTRUNKI7).ARM(11+15):
C	 LEG(19+23)oHANO(27+31),FpUT(35+39)
C------- ...w----------- - --w---..w. - ------....•---------------------
_TN(31 n 1 (J_ME T 	3-QR_5E_N3^F4CTOR(Z)*Tl 2)!_FA TQFIi iT(!l^+
•	 BF(3)•TI4111)/(BF(3)+FACTOR(2)+FACTOR(3))




^• ww w ww.wwwww.www wwwww.ww.www ww wwwwwwwwwwwwww... ww wwww wwwww•^wwwwwww- .www
C	 CALCULATE TEMPERATURES OF THE SKI N --HEAD(9)oTRUNK(8)vARM(12+16),
C	 LEG(20+24)rHANO(28+32)_gFOUT(36+40)	 -	 -
C-------- 
 w w .. - ... - . w w w ... - w w w w w w . w w---- ------------  w w w w .... - w ------  w w w w
	
218	 00 320 1 n 4940141
	




TN(1) n (QME_T411•QLAT(J)-Q5€NIJ)•RRAD(J)+FAC TOR (I^Ll-1^1)!^___^._
	22
_




223	 . w w • w . • . - -•--------------- - • ...... - .. w . -
 -----------
 w ww•-----------•-•.w-
	22 C4	 C CALCULATE TEMP OF CENTRAL BLOOD ••(41)227 -----{ :...wwww ww•..w-.w.. ww..--wwww--.- an" w w..-w M ao --.•..wwww•. ­aft wwww-.wt
	
_226	 `_350 SQCONV • 0.0
	
227	 ---TBF n 0•p --
	 --	 -	 -- ------ ---	 - - -- ------
r
22
229	 00 34 0 181 .40









2 g 3 _ -- '	 r w r r w r r• w^ r r w w• w w r w r • w w r r• w• w w^	 •• r r• ^ ^^ w w w r w r w w• w r w w w r w r r w w• w r r r
234	 ^	 CALCULATE AyERASE SK(N TEMPER^^URE142j BASED ON PERCENTASE Of	 ^
--23t-	 t TOTAt-^JG} -^REI^ fOR ^ *t4h-i*T^l- #16QC - i ^4MT -^►OpE4 -ij pfY *^V1iE	 — j
236	 C-----------------------------	 ---	 •••- rwwwr	 r.w`
237	 T(42)00007*Ti4).0•3602*yig) ♦0.04105 *T(12)•0.04706*T(141#0.1587*
238	 T(20)•0.1587•T(24)•0.025*TI281.0.025*TI321.0,0343•T(36) ♦
239	
----	 .	 U•0343•T(40)	 --
240	 T(43) n 0.02325*T(2)•0.549•TI6) ♦0• U527*T1IO)•0.052707(1y1•0.1592*
	














- --__ --- -	 -	 -	 23 1
DB6-G03432•TPFSoCONVR(,
1 $UBROUTJNE	 SONVK(a ( T 4 J_M-* S T ORA .T ^ N C U UNT *ILAG EF5I • NMAIIj--_	 —
2 DIMENSION	 TLOW(4l)•TLOW1(41)OTLOw2(41)oIHIGH141),THALF(41)i
3 •	 T(411 0TN140)
S C
6 C CONVERGENCE	 OF	 THERMAL	 MODEL	 TO	 STEADY	 STATE
7 C BY_METHOD Of 5JCCk5Sj_WE_ S0$TIT]ON .Pj_TEMr_
^A C FOLLOWED GY HALF-INTERVAL CONVERGENCE	 METHOD
9 C _..
10 C FLAG	 n 	 090	 SUCCESSIVE	 SUBSTITU T ION	 METHOD
Il C FLAG	 n 	 I.0	 HALF-INTERVAL	 METHOD
12 C FLAG	 n 	 2.0	 CONVERGENCE	 OBTAINED







_ _LE!N^OU-IiT^SiT: _1 ! .bQ_1Q-^--- ------
	
• -- --.._ _	 ^._	 _.
20 DO	 1	 I n 1.41
21 TLOW(1)	 n 	 O.0
22 TLOWI(I)	 n 	 0.0
23 TLOWM1(I)
	 n 	 0.0
24 THIGH(I)	 =	 0.0
26 1	 CONTINUE
27 2	 IF(A85(STORAT)
	 •L T .' 	EPSI )	GO	 10	 110
28 IF(FLAG	 * EGO	 1.0)	 GO	 TO	 75
19 IF(NCOUNT	 •EQ•	 NMAX)	 GO	 TO	 Ion
30 C
_	 31 c DETERMINE
	
IF	 NCOU N T . IS_.ODD	 OR Ey-EN
32 C IF	 NC	 n 	 0o	 NCOUNT	 IS	 EVEN
33 C
3 14 NC	 n 	 (NCOUNT/2)•2	 -	 NCOUNT
35 C
36 C DETERMINE	 IF
	
STOR A T	 HAS	 CHANGED	 SIGN
-	
3 7
—t ----	 --- — --	 - - - ..38 IF(NCOUNT	 .EQ•	 1)	 STLOW	 •	 0.0
39
_ 1F(STLOm0STORAT	 .LT , 	0.0)	 GO	 TO	 30
40 STLOW	 n 	 STORAT
41 C
42 C SAVE	 PREVIOUS	 VALUES	 OF	 T	 AND	 STORAT	 FOR	 LAST	 TWO	 ITEoATI0N5
43 C _	 s
--
44
- GO—1 itNC	 •EQ•	 01 T O 	 10
45 DO	 5	 I n 1941
46 5	 TLOWI(I)	 n 	 TI1)
47 STLOWI	 n 	 STORAT4e
60 TO	 25
49_ 10	 DO	 20	 1! i^ '! 1 	-	 _	 _..----
50 20	 TLOW2(1)	 n 	 T(I)	 i
_51 STLOW2	 n 	 STORAT
52 60 TO 25
53 C





S7	 28 T111 • TN(I)	 j
5 6	 G O Y 4-^i -
	
--	 - --- —	 -- -	
- — I^
59	 c
60	 C	 INITIALIZATION OF MALF • INTERVAL CONVERGENCE METHOO
61
	 C
62	 30	 (COUNT	 •	 0
63	 DO	 35	 1.1e41
6 *	 ---AS T H F 61+4 1 1	 •	 T 4- t i-- -
65	 IF I NC	 .EQ *	0)	 GO	 TO	 45
66	 DG	 40- 1 -1 , 41	 --
67	 TLOW(I)	 n 	 TLOW111)
68	 STLOW	 •	 STLOWI
69	 IF(TLOW(1)
	
•NE•	 U • n)	 40	 TO	 40
70
	
T-k00 t 14--m-- 4+14- 
71	 STLOW	 •	 STORAT
72	 40	 CONTINUE
73	 GO	 TO	 S5
74	 45	 DO	 50	 1-1	 41
75	 TLOW(1)	 •	 TLOW2(I)
-	 76	 STLOW	 .	 STLOW-a-




79	 STLOW	 •	 STLOWI
eU	 50	 CONTINUE
el	 55	 ITER	 n 	 ALOG ( ASSIS T LOW-STORAT)/Ep51)/ALOG(200)	 300
83	 C	 HALF-INTERVAL	 ITERATION
84	 G
65	 60	 (COUNT	 •	 !COUNT	 •	 1
86	 IF(1000NT	 •GT•	 ITER)	 GO	 TO	 100





 I )	 • - 1 T94-4N( I 1 -- -44,00A44-4429-0
89	 DO	 70	 I.1941
90	 70	 T11)	 a	 THALFII)
9 1	 GO	 TU	 98
92	 75	 1FISTLOW • STORAT	 *LT*	 U•0)	 GO	 TO	 dS
93	 DO	 60	 I•1,41
_._	 9Y	 _—	 80	 TLO W (i)	 a	 THALF11)
95	 STLOW	 n 	 STORAT
96	 GO	 TU	 60
97	 85	 DO	 90	 181,41
98	 90
	 THIGH(I)	 •	 THALF(I;
99	 60	 TO	 60
10.	 c	 RETURN	 COMMANDS
102	 C
103	 9S	 FL A G	 n 	 090
10 61	 RETURN
)OS	 98	 FLAG	 •	 1rO
106	 —. _.---. RETURN
107	 100 FL A G •	 20
^..	 108	 _._	 WRITE(6m105)	 NCOUNT•
	
STORAT
109	 105	 FORMAT(' •• ► OO CONVERGENCE	 NOT	 nBT A INED** 9 **'9 4 X• $ NCO i ,NT	 •'^
1-10	 __	 •	 I4,4X,'STORAT !'fF8.2!
111	 RETURN
112_	 —4-10 FLAG--a-2aD	 --	 -	 ----	 --____--










—.j_... _. ____	 FUNGI l ON VPP 1 T l -
	




4	 C	 FUNCTION TO CALCULA T E VAPOR PRESSURE OF WATER AT T
	
S	 C	 T.TEMP DEG F
	








	12	 VPP n 32079/10.*•TEMP13--	 RE I-URN
	14	 END
.G03432gTPFSsSSDATA
1 .- . _L-J 6 0 a. -- -
	 –	 –	 –	 -	 ---	






















MRP 0026-07 , 16-09:25    - (0 o )
,TART=014606. FROG SIZE(I/D)=6593/3863
Y:f^FL I Bf . LEVEL. 69
END OF C=OLLECTION - TIME 4.134 SECONDS
o?XOT
41-140DE THEkMOFEGVLATORY STEADY STATE MODEL.
REFER TO SE-A ,;`_ U 7^ ER G:lU I DE TIP 741-MED-4 U 15
TO OBTAI N OuTP! IT LISTS  1 - 6 WRITE "Y" CINDER APPROP IATE NUMBER. THEN CR
1 2 3 4 ` r,
?Y Y Y Y 'r Y
JJ^
l+ i
(Y/N) CRD0 YOU WIfiH R LISTING OF INPUT PARAMETERS?
:Y
INPUT PARAMETERS SET TO FOLLOWING VHLUES=
INDEX NAME VALUE
1 RM	 = 283.000
` QFRB	 PL= c'$3.000
3 +JEFF	 = 22.000
4 P0`:	 = 2.000
5 TCAB
	 = 75.000
6 T6j	 _ 7115 . 000
7 TDEWC = 52.000
3 :'CAB	 - 30.000
9 PORE	 = 14.700
10 1;	 = 1.000
11 C'LO V 	 = .300
12 EUG:	 _ .,:+50
13 CPi^





SAMPLE RIJN #1: The following features are illustrated: a) Use of the
114PREP", "!MAP THERM", and "I XW' t commands in order to
collect compiled elements and execute prog sm,
b) Internally stored input parameter values are listed
following second prompt, c) The response to change the
first and fourth input parameters (note the "READ ERROR"
that occurred when a value of 4. was entered which was
outside the allowable range), and (1) Output lists #1
-6
corresponds to those specified following first prompt.
SAMPLE RUN #2:	 The following features are illustrated: a) Use of the
"!2ADD SSDATA" r-ommand following third prompt to enter
a ;string of data from an external element, b) Input
parameters may still be changed after the initial input, andr




SAMPLE RUN M1 - continued
TO CHMiiI.E INPUT.ENTER INDEX. NO.0-13)i VALUE e12+E17.5>





••READ EPPOP***PLEASE TRY a13AIN*••
4 1 .





INPUT PARAMETERS 3ET TO FOLLOWING VRUIES:
INDEX NHME %ALUE
1 R11	 = 12CIn.I)(10
? QFASAL= 28' . 000
3 UEFF	 - 22.001)
4 P0= 1 . (10n
5 TCAR 75.(1(1(1
5 TW	 = 75.0(10
7 TDFIdC	 - 52. 1)011
3 VI_aP
	 = 30.000
PUR E+ 	 = 1 ^3 .7On
1 Ii Ij	 - 1	 . iiI'10
11 I=LOV	 - .300
12 EIII;	 _ ,q5 (I
13 I_ P I; 	 _ .2&:-:,0
! ! ! !CONVERhENCE ! ! ! ! !
	 NCOUNT =	 7`3
	 'JOPAT =	 .24








`3K I N DIFFUSION:
	 . 15	 D I FF MAY:	 31 .99
	
I'd EAT :	 1-4 9 .54
	




	 SKIN EVAP. MAY: 533.20
	









DRIP:	 .u0	 lAlETNESS 'DR I'-:'E :
	 . 0817
- continued next page -
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SAMPLE NUN N1 - continued
TEMPERATURES -- DEC, F BLOOD FLOW - L%MIN
HEAD COPE: 99 . 07 SKIN: .90
TP INK CORE : 99.41 MUSCLE : 4.35
CENTRAL BLOOD: ?''> . Cl^j TOTAL: 9.62
AVG MI V .- CLE : 93.7 6
HV6 SKIN: 99.41
HEAT BALANCE (BTU/HR.)
QBA^.AL :	 283-0(l C`EN'= : 448.75 0STOR( BTU	 ?07 .4C+
061ORK :	 715.26 OFVRP : 549.27
QSHIV:	 o n STORAT: .24
CONTROLLER SIGNALS
S NEAT : 457 . 33 WARM	 1 ) : .54
QSHI V : , rlrl COLDS 1 ) : .00
D I LAT : 88 . 4 IkIARMS : .70
STRIC: .01) _OLD': -.51
BODY SURFACE TEMPERATURES - DEC, F
HEAD TRIJNh ARM`__ LE S HAND13
SK I N:	 94.19 ;1 .50 94.04 ':i4 .99 74
CLOTHING:	 94.18 87.13 88 .44 Bra  ,27 1^6 .8 .3
HEAT TRHNSFER COEFFICIENTS
i=ONDUC T I ON:
TOTAL BODYCBTU .,,HR "1
	 191.88
FOPi-'ED C qNVECT ION C'OEF . •HC : 	 .51
NAT! IRHL CONVECTION COEF . PHC 1 :
	 . _?
RADIATION:
TOTAL BODY (BTlJ 'HP' :	 2.5 .'37
RADIATION COEF.,HR:	 .56
MAXIMUM EVRPORAT I ON r
TOTAL f:ODY (BTU,'HR) :	 122 1 .42
FORCED CONVECTION -OEF,HE:	 . ^!n
HFITUPHL C'ONVEC T I ON COEF . •HE 1 :7 . n 1
CLOTHING C' qEF.•HEC'L: 2978.74
COMBINED COEF. •HEVRP:







41-NODE THERMOREGOLHTORY STEHDY STATE MODEL
PEFEP TO GE-RGS U ER GUIDE TIR 741-MED-40 15
TO OBTAIN OUTPUT LISTS  1 - 6 WRITE "Y" UNDER APPPOP IATE NI i MBER Y THEN CR
1 2 3 4 5 6
N Y N Y N H
DO YOU WISH H LISTING OF INPUT PARAMETEPT I	!Y'N? CP
`N
TO CHANGE INPUT.ENTEP INDEX NO&I
- 10• V ALUE - I&EV `'











♦^♦ 	 8	 17.5000
000





69♦ 	 13	 .2201:1
1 500.





♦ ^ ♦ 	 11	 .cii i}^}
-1
it
- continued next page -
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SAMPLE RUN X12 - continued
INPUT PARAMETER` 7ET TO FOLLOWING VALUE!:
INDEX 1I1;11E ', RLUE
I Rm	 = 500.000
0 0FA!RL= 283.000




6 TW	 = 75.000
7 TDEWC	 = 52.000
3 VCRE	 = 17.500
9 PCRF
	 = 14.700
10 G	 i 1.000
11 CL q 'v	 = .500
12 Ei G	 _ .900
j C	 a	 = .220 
16	 T qRAT = -.2?







! ! ! !CONVERGENCE ! ! ! ! !	 NCO! ANT














SWEAT:	 127.03	 WARM (1) :	 .06
QSHIV :
	 .00	 COL( l) :	 .01)
D I LRT :	 20.90 	 WARM`_ :	 1. 1 7
;TPIQ	 .01:1	 COLDS:	 -- . Q
Dq YOU WISH TO START NEW RUN ? ( Y!N) CR
N
